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Contents

Trainings
Emergency situations

Entertainment

Real world issues

Movie based VR
Video‐games
Sports
Specialized

VR used to create real
world models
=> many potential
applications in safety

Trainings
Flight simulation
Ground vehicles
Emergency situations

Main use: training of
equipment in
simulators

The CAVE
General concept
Configurations
Computation
Computation

A practical example

Real picture of IGG virtual room – four walls “CAVE”– presenting
a real person inside a virtual cube with a superposed virtual frame
(photoshopped) illustrating the real geometry of the CAVE

=> Errors of trainees do
not damage
‐ equipment
‐ involved people
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Trainings
Emergency situation

Specification
Characterized by:
‐unexpected combinations
of rare events
‐emotionally charged
environments
‐inadequate information
on conditions
‐potentially significant
hazards
‐time sensitive action
‐requirements

Trainings
Emergency situation
Companies explore Virtual Worlds as
collaboration tools for emergency
situation management

VE applications
Various and complex data
input, and unusual
combination of events =>
VR tools ideal technique
VR methods can provide
tools to:
‐ manage an emergency
‐ assist planning and
development of
emergency response
plans
‐ provide training tools for
emergency managers
and rescue teams

Virtual
emergency
situation

Second live
Virtual emergency meetings

Trainings
Emergency situation

Trainings
Emergency situation
2. Manage

A useful tool
VR methods can provide
tools to:
‐ manage an emergency
‐ assist planning and
development of
emergency response
plans
‐ provide training tools for
emergency managers
and rescue teams

Serious gaming
3. Assist

Virtual life‐saver

Designed for the puropse
of solving a problem
Although entertaining
Main scopes
to train or investigate
E.g. of multi‐agency
emergency response (right
images )

1. Identify
4. Provide
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Trainings
Emergency situation

Trainings
Emergency situation

Functions

Advanced disasters (2)

Emergency
management
=> many activities

Trainees must acquire
command‐and‐control
skills

Breaks down to some
basic steps:
‐ collect information on
the emergency field
‐ analyse the
significance of the
data
‐ make decisions of
appropriate action
‐ investigate specific
activities and task

Customization of
scenarios, exercises and
environments
Evaluation of trainee can
be done with
computerized scoring

Trainings
Emergency situation

Trainings
Emergency situation

Advanced disasters (1)

E.g.1 Mine emergency
management

Train emergency
personnel in handling:
‐ fire
‐ hazardous materials
‐ medical emergencies
‐ natural disasters

http://www.medgadget.com/archives/2010/06/virtual_reality_medical_
simulator_being_adopted_by_duke_medical_school.html

Aims:
‐ to train rescue teams
CRVM (CNRS) project relative to emotion

‐ to gather the data from
emergency area
‐ to prevent emergency
situations

Training wearing
hazardous material suits
Surviving from mine disaster (Heilongjiang, China 2008)
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Trainings
Emergency situation

Trainings
Emergency situation
Haiti earthquake disaster (2010)

E.g.2 Earthquake
emergency management
Preparation for the
earthquake based on:
‐ panic behaviour
‐ collapse of furniture
‐ fire and gas issues
Scenario training: family
evacuating from their
house

E.g.3 Virtual hostage
rescue
E.g VRaptor –Virtual
Reality Assault Planning,
Training, Or Rehearsal
VR simulation

Earthquake building simulator

Earthquake statistical prediction in a CAVE

Trainings
Emergency situation

E.g.3 Virtual hostage
rescue

Determine

For two‐person law
enforcement teams
participant's task:
‐ Determine who are the
hostages to be saved
‐ Take prisoner those
kidnappers who
surrender
‐ Shoot those who fire
weapons

Shoot
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CAVE
General concepts

CAVE
General concept
Gadget or real tool?

CAVE stands for
Cave Automatic Virtual
Environment

An example where the
simulation was shown
useful

Main idea

PSA
Peugeot

Projection on the same
scene on multiple walls

Dassault system

User’s eyes position
tracked using MoCap
Citroën

Stereo strongly
improves immersion

CAVE
General concepts

CAVE
General concepts
Type of applications

Welcome to the Matrix?

Types of applications
Observing a behavior
 Simulated in the
CAVE
e.g. Asteroid field
Observing a behavior
 From the user
e.g. the simulation alters
user’s perception

The user experience a
phenomena

The user becomes the
center of the experiment
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CAVE
Configurations
From wall to CAVE

CAVE
Configurations
Hardware
Wall virtual environment

Difference between
«Walls» and «CAVE»

Computation
configuration 1
Wall2 client

Assumption: a four wall
CAVE

Curved wall virtual environment

Floor client

Concept that can be
extended to any
projection config.

CAVE virtual environment
High precision beamer,
e.g. 3x3x4m CAVE : >
1M€

Wall1 client

Wall3 client

Server sharing tasks

Almost CAVE virtual environment

CAVE
Configurations
A perfect CAVE?

CAVE
Configurations
Hardware

Spherical CAVE

Computation
configuration 2

«Perfect»… but many
technical issues remain
Furthermore,
psycological issues,
especially clotrophobia
can occur

/!\ not to be
confused with
“virtusphere”

Wall2 beamers

Floor beamers
Wall1
beamers

Wall3
beamers

Video splitter
A unique computational unit
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CAVE
Configurations
Hardware

CAVE
Configurations
Screen consistency

Computation
configuration 3

Avoiding “BIP” – break in
presence

Our 2.5x2x2.5m CAVE,
very low cost: < 10k€

Wall2 stereo beamer

Floor stereo beamer

Inconsistent alignment and gap

Scene must be consistent
on any projection screen
and between each
projections
Consistent continuity, inconsistent scaling
=> Calibrating screens

Wall1 stereo
beamer

Consistent alignment and gap

Wall3 stereo
beamer

Two double 120
Hz Quadro
graphics card
Consistent continuity, consistent scaling

A unique computational unit

CAVE
Configurations
Running out of space

CAVE
Configurations
Tracking viewpoint

«Room» issue

Multiple solution exist

Distance of projection
solution

1. Optical passive markers

mirrors

Infrared i/o tracker camera
=> Rigid‐reflective
markers

Require a surface much
larger than the VR
working area

Principle

Tracking viewpoint

E.g. VICON used in the
CRVM lab

E.g. for an axial distance
d=>3d
Then for a volume
V=>27V
Solutions:
1. Using mirror
2. Using high angle
projectors

Tracking system

Target differentiation
high angle
projectors

Tracking hand
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CAVE
Configurations
Tracking viewpoint

CAVE
Computation
Mapping to Walls

Multiple solution exist

Mapping step1:
Global proportionality

2. Optical active markers
Identical to MaCap system
E.g. Phasespace used in
your lab

Up to 256 unique
active markers

Use of a regular 8x8 grid
=>texture for calibration

MoCap
computer

http://www.phasespace.com/

IMPULSE
camera
3600 x 3600
pixel resolution

CAVE
Computation
Mapping to Walls

CAVE
Computation
Mapping to Walls

Using a single texture

Mapping step2:
Non planar physical walls

Each wall receives an area
of a large texture
Notice the change of ratio
shown by the size
change of number
«1,2,3,4»
Source texture
Blue numbers same size

Use of FBO to render each
plane
FBO stands for frame
buffer object
Use of texture indexation
to warp the projected area

Projected texture
Red numbers same size
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CAVE
Computation
Mapping to Walls

CAVE
Computation
Perspective projection

Mapping step3:
Local proportionality

Let’s define (1)
General
frustum
volume

‐ Frustum
‐ View volume
‐ Viewpoint and apex

Projected density of pixel
should remain the same
“Keeping a square square”

Specific frustum
volume for CG

Apex of the frustum: the pe viewpoint
If pe projected on the center,
gluPerspective function can be use

CAVE
Computation
Perspective projection

CAVE
Computation
Perspective projection

Main objective

Let’s define (2)

=> graphically
approximates on a 2D
region the images of a
3D scene

From “a” tracked viewpoint

=> to approximate actual
visual perception

Consistent display
projection from the
viewpoint

Similar display
photographed from a
different viewpoint

‐ screen definition pa , pb ,
and pc define:
. screen size
. aspect ratio
. position and orientation
Corresponding coordinate system

Projection area
‐ local coordinate system vr
, vu , and vn define the
orthonormal basis of
screen space
‐ pe’ viewpoint projection

pe ’
Apex of the frustum: the pe
viewpoint

pe ’
Projection of pe and the 4
parameters of the frustum
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CAVE
Computation
Perspective projection

CAVE
Computation
Perspective projection

A tricky general
perspective projection

P’ has to be derived
from P using:
gluPerspective OK

Why not simply using
gluPerspective or
glFrustum functions?

pe ’

pe ’

gluPerspective FAILS
glFrustum OK

a. the different v
=> Rotation effect
=> Using a MT matrix
b. the viewpoint pe
=> Translation effect
=> Using a T matrix

Rotation matrix based on the 3 vectors that define the positioning
of the projection area regarding to the viewpoint

Such that the general
projection P’ is:

pe ’

glFrustum FAILS
general perspective OK

CAVE
Computation
Perspective projection

P’ = P MT T

Move frustum to position the apex upon the motion‐tracked eye
position => translate tracked eye position to the frustum apex

CAVE
Computation
Algorithm
// Main windows settings & init OpenGL object
hwnd = CreateWindow(…

Regarding the user’s view

& classGL gGLObj(…

// Start FBO & Connect MoCap server
classFBO myFourFBO(…

& classMoCap myMocap(…

// Initial marker loop

pe ’

while( !allMarkerFound )
myMoCap.findStableViewPointSetting(…

// Main loop
while( continueRenderLoop )

// Get and execute user commands

pe

myGUI.messageInterpretation(…

OpenGL glFrustum function defines l, r, b, t with:

// When appropriate time occurs (for stable 60fps)
if( LockFrameRate( dt ) )

// Get viewpoint
myMocap.getMarkers(…

// Render my scene on virtual buffers using FBO
for( all project.plane )
myFourFBO.projectionOnFBO( planeId );
renderMySceneUsingOpenGlFunctions( planeId, dt );

Use of l, r, b, t in
the standard
projection matrix

// Set up viewport
gGLObj.simplePerspectiveProjection

// render wall on fbo distored sub‐scene
for( all project.plane )
screenFBO.drawSingleFBOWithGridDistortion( approxiate area in main window );
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Practical example

Star specification
Design of the sun, planets
and main satellites

Navigation and simulation of a solar system

Orbiter
‐ Star
‐ Planet
‐ Satelite
‐ Asteroids

Ground color map

Ground vector map

Cloud color map

Cloud color map

City light map

Sea map

Size & mass
Orbit distance
Maps
‐ Color
‐ Elevation
‐ Atmosphere
‐ Water map

http://www.celestiamotherlode.net/

Practical example

Navigation and
simulation of a solar
system

Practical example
Purposes where VR and CAVE environment are well appropriate

Design of the sun, planets
and main satellites

OpenGL without shaders

using GLSL

CAVE => real‐time
Purpose1: explore
unreachable places
=> immersion

A VR in the CAVE
experience
=> «Real»
‐ scaling
‐ velocity
‐ star maps
‐ star and constalation

Boosting computations

Purpose2: intuitively
understand involved scales
=> presence

‐Use of GLSL

‐ LoD
.Many large maps
.Stars far from each other

http://www.mmedia.is/~bjj/solsys_rend.html
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Practical example

Planetarium simulation
Algorithm
(see demo in CAVE)
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